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Who will benefit from reading this FAQ? 

What is the one paragraph explanation of Sellers.json and SupplyChain? 

With a VAST request (or similar tag), how is SupplyChain information passed to an ad 
system, and who passes it to the DSP? 

Are SSAI vendors expected to be included within the SupplyChain? 

Does the presence of a sellers.json or SupplyChain object guarantee correctness? 

What is this “seller ID”? Is it the same thing as a publisher ID? 

How does a DSP identify potentially falsified SupplyChain or sellers.json information? 

Sample methods for validating SupplyChain information 

Sample methods for validating Sellers.json information 

I’m a publisher, what do I do? 

How do I set the seller_type in my sellers.json file? 

How do I set is_passthrough? 

Do publishers/intermediaries that supply inventory to passthrough systems or downstream 
advertising systems need to set is_passthrough=1? 

How should header bidding integrations be conveyed in both the SupplyChain object and 
sellers.json,in particular, when the ad platform is not paying the header bidding partner? 

Examples 

Standard Header or Bidding Tag Scenario 

Publisher Direct 

Ad Network 

Passthrough/Exchange bidding scenarios 

Scenario 1: passthrough from publisher to exchange bidding participant. 

Scenario 1a: passthrough from reseller to exchange bidding participant. 

Scenario 1b: Inventory sent from exchange1 to buyer via passthrough exchange. 

Scenario 2: Passthrough from Publisher to EB Exchange Participant where Exchange 
Participant pays Publisher directly. 

Sales House Scenario 

What is expected with regards to SupplyChain and sellers.json for each of #1, #2, #3? 

Concept Content’s sellers.json file 

#1 (MortgageCentral): SupplyChain object sent by Concept to Exchange1 

#1: SupplyChain sent from Exchange1 to buying system 

#2 (Significant Media inventory): SupplyChain object sent by Concept Content to 
Exchange1 



1.0,1!conceptcontent.info,2,1 

1.0,0!conceptcontent.info,2,1 

#3 (Concept O&O site) 

Multi-integration scenario (Wrapper, EB etc.) : 

Deal providers on direct publisher inventory scenario 

 
 

 

Who will benefit from reading this FAQ? 
Anyone implementing sellers.json or supplychain object, either as a creator or consumer, could 
benefit from the context shared within. Evolution of this document and supporting resources is 
expected. 

What is the one paragraph explanation of Sellers.json and 
SupplyChain? 
 
Sellers.json and SupplyChain are the mechanisms to identify all intermediaries that participate 
in the flow of money from the buying platform back to the publisher. It does not include any 
intermediary that does not participate in money flow and doesn’t include systems that are paid a 
fee for their services, but don’t pay upstream sellers. In cases of complicated supply chains, this 
enables increased transparency and ability to identify and prevent fraudulent or otherwise 
unacceptable supply sources, according to the business policies of the consuming advertising. 
 

With a VAST request (or similar tag), how is SupplyChain 
information passed to an ad system, and who passes it to the 
DSP? 
 
If the request is for inventory sold on behalf of the publisher, the ad system provides the 
SupplyChain information, and the tag doesn't need to contain SupplyChain information. If the 
request is for inventory sold on behalf of an intermediary, the SupplyChain node for the 
intermediary (and any upstream intermediaries) are provided in the tag and the SupplyChain 
node for the ad system is appended prior to sending the request. 
 



The documentation for the OpenRTB SupplyChain object specifies standardized syntax for 
encoding supply chain information as a string. Advertising systems should support receiving 
supply chain details from the SupplyChain object as specified in the documentation.   

Are SSAI vendors expected to be included within the 
SupplyChain? 
 
All intermediaries that are part of the chain of payments, ranging from the buying system to the 
publisher, are expected to be included. If the SSAI vendor is acting as an intermediary, then 
they should be included. If the SSAI vendor is acting like an ad serving vendor, where they are 
paid an ad serving fee by the publisher and are not involved in the money flow for media, they 
would not be listed. 
 

Does the presence of a sellers.json or SupplyChain object 
guarantee correctness? 
 
No. These are tools to provide additional information that should be verified by consumers of the 
information (i.e. DSPs), which can be done in multiple ways. Consumers should expect and 
defend against the appearance of potentially falsified information. 

What is this “seller ID”? Is it the same thing as a publisher ID? 
A seller ID is a unique ID assigned by an advertising system to each of the inventory sellers on 
their platform. This is usually conveyed in the “id” field of the “publisher” object in an OpenRTB 
bid request. It is also the same ID as found in column two of ads.txt files. Historically, OpenRTB 
terminology for this ID assumes simple network exchanges with only direct publisher 
relationships. This field was intended to represent a seller account on the exchange, but 
exchanges confused about the field's intended purpose sometimes provide IDs that represent 
some abstract notion of domain or app owners, regardless of who actually supplies the 
inventory.  
 
For the purposes of sellers.json and SupplyChain, the seller ID must represent a single entity 
that the advertising system pays directly for inventory. Multiple seller IDs may be used to 
represent a single business on one advertising system, but one seller ID cannot represent 
multiple businesses.  
 



How does a DSP identify potentially falsified SupplyChain or 
sellers.json information? 
 
While the SupplyChain information in a specific bid request could be falsified, correlating 
enough data points can help enable detection of suspect information in most cases.  
 

Sample methods for validating SupplyChain information 
● For a given node, the name associated with a seller ID (from sellers.json) on a given 

advertising system should match the advertising system in the preceding node. 
Otherwise, it implies a break in the chain. 

● Ads.txt records for a given domain/app should be present for upstream nodes in the 
SupplyChain for that domain/app. Note that this is expanded guidance from the existing 
ads.txt spec, but should be considered a best practice. 

● DSPs could do spot checks and ask publishers if a supply chain looks valid with how the 
publisher expects their inventory is sold. They can also use SupplyChain information to 
inform the total inventory sold via a particular chain or intermediary for any arbitrary 
length of time. 

● In cases where the complete flag is set, you can check that the entity name for the first 
node is consistent with the known owner of the site or app. 

● In cases where the complete flag is set, you can check that the first node has a seller 
type of PUBLISHER. If it does not, there must be one or more missing nodes. 

● Check that the first node of the SupplyChain object is listed as a DIRECT seller in the 
publisher’s ads.txt file. It should be in most cases. If it's not, consider one of the following 
two reasons:  

○ The actual first node has been removed from the chain (SupplyChain has been 
tampered with) 

○ The publisher has incorrectly listed the record as RESELLER in their ads.txt file 
 

Sample methods for validating Sellers.json information  
● DSPs can spot check by asking publishers to confirm when a sellers.json file claims that 

a specific seller ID represents that publisher directly.  
● Various irregular patterns can be looked for. For example, a 1:1 correlation between pub 

ID and domain/app across the board suggests an incorrect use of seller ID. So do cases 
where a number of apparently unrelated apps/domains are observed for a given seller ID 
but the seller type is set to PUBLISHER, or the name of the seller is known to be an 
intermediary.  

● With the understanding that publishers might sometimes misdeclare relationship type in 
their ads.txt file, general consistency should be observed between DIRECT seller 
accounts listed in a site’s ads.txt file and the seller_type and is_passthrough 



attributes (and entity name) found in sellers.json for a given advertising system. 
Examples are provided below. 

I’m a publisher, what do I do? 
Nothing. Sellers.json and SupplyChain are specifications to be implemented by or consumed 
by advertising systems: DSPs, SSPs/exchanges and ad servers. Similarly there is no need for 
the publisher to supply a SupplyChain object via tags that are not sent on behalf of 
intermediaries. 

How do I set the seller_type in my sellers.json file? 
Consult the following flowchart: 
 

 
 
Finally, if some combination of “Yes” and “No” answers apply, set “BOTH”. 
 

How do I set is_passthrough? 
 
This field is set when an advertising system requires the consuming system to hold a direct 
contractual relationship with the named entity. The consuming advertising system may further 
broadcast the bid request to others, but does not set the is_passthrough field in its 
sellers.json file to 1 unless it also requires the receiver to hold a direct contractual relationship 
with the supply source.  
 
Consult the following flowchart: 



 
 
See example scenarios here. 
 

 

 
 

Do publishers/intermediaries that supply inventory to passthrough 
systems or downstream advertising systems need to set 
is_passthrough=1?  
 
No, only the advertising system that is acting as a passthrough should set 
is_passthrough=1. 
 



How should header bidding integrations be conveyed in both the 
SupplyChain object and sellers.json,in particular, when the ad 
platform is not paying the header bidding partner? 
 
At this time technology vendors that are not in the direct payment chain between the buying 
system and the publisher should not be listed in the SupplyChain object. There is also no need 
to assign a seller ID to these vendors. 
  



 

Examples 
The sellers.json and SupplyChain object in the OpenRTB bid request work together in different 
scenarios. In the following examples, we outline a few scenarios with snippets and details on 
how to set properties in ads.txt, sellers.json, and the SupplyChain node. 
 
First, we’ll provide details on a fairly standard header bidding or tag scenario. Then we’ll look at 
some passthrough/exchange bidding scenarios. Finally, we’ll describe a sales house scenario 
and a multi-integration scenario. 
 
Standard Header or Bidding Tag  
Passthrough/Exchange Bidding 
Sales House 
Multi-Integration 
 

Standard Header or Bidding Tag Scenario 
In a standard header or bidding tag, the ad request might come directly from the publisher or 
from an ad network. The publisher direct and ad network scenarios are covered here. 

Publisher Direct 
A publisher ad request is sent to an ad exchange. The ad exchange will setup and run an 
auction on behalf of the publisher. The schain for this bid request will only include 1 
node;exchange.com and the publisher’s ID on the exchange. This supply chain info should be 
supplied by the exchange. 
 
exchange.com/sellers.json 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "184003", 
    "name": "Meredith", 
    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
    "domain": "meredith.com" 
  } 
] 
… 
 
SupplyChain object in OpenRTB for requests from exchange.com: 
 



"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"exchange.com", 
      "sid":"184003", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
}  

Ad Network  
A publisher works with an ad network called Blue Network. Blue network has been given 
permission to sell the publisher’s inventory via ads.txt.  
 
Ads.txt entry:  
exchange.com, <bluenetwork ID>, reseller, {tag ID}.  
 
In this scenario, BlueNetwork is responsible for transmitting a bid request to exchange.com that 
already has the SupplyChain info within the request. This can be via an OpenRTB request or 
encoded within a tag (or really any other method of transmitting request info). Exchange.com is 
responsible for appending their information into the supply chain. 

 
bluenetwork.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "1200", 
    "name": "Meredith", 
    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
    "domain": "meredith.com" 
  } 
] 
… 
 
exchange.com/sellers.json 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "184033B", 
    "name": "Blue Network", 
    "seller_type": "INTERMEDIARY", 
    "domain": "bluenetwork.com" 



  } 
] 
… 
 
SupplyChain for requests from exchange.com 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"bluenetwork.com", 
      "sid":"1200", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 
    { 
      "asi":"exchange.com", 
      "sid":"184033B", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
} 

Passthrough/Exchange bidding scenarios 
 
A passthrough exchange is different from typical resell or ad network scenarios in that the 
passthrough exchange acts only as a facilitator of inventory from the supplier of the inventory to 
the consumer of the inventory. The supplier and consumer must establish a business 
relationship with each other such that the supplier has control of their account within the 
consumer’s platform. 
 
We cover two passthrough scenarios in this section involving exchanges with two variants on 
the first example. 
 

1. Passthrough from publisher to exchange bidding participant 
a. Passthrough from reseller to exchange bidding participant 
b. Inventory sent from exchange to buyer using passthrough exchange 

2. Passthrough from publisher to exchange where exchange pays publisher directly 
 

Scenario 1: passthrough from publisher to exchange bidding participant.  
Inventory comes from publisher. Exchange participant pays Exchange bidding provider. 
Exchange bidding provider pays Publisher. 
 



 
 
 
Ads.txt: DIRECT 
 
ebexchange.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "pub-0978064532142215", 
    "name": "Meredith", 
    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
    "domain": "meredith.com", 
    "is_passthrough": 1, 
    "comment": "Must establish account relationship with Meredith to 
transact” 
  } 
] 
… 
 
ebparticipant.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "184044", 
    "name": "EB Exchange", 
    "seller_type": "INTERMEDIARY", 
    "domain": "ebexchange.com", 
    "comment": "Meredith via Exchange Bidding" 
  } 
] 
... 
 
SupplyChain for requests from ebparticipant.com 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 



  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"ebexchange.com", 
      "sid":"pub-0978064532142215", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 
    { 
      "asi":"ebparticipant.com", 
      "sid":"184044", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
}  
 

Scenario 1a: passthrough from reseller to exchange bidding participant.   
Inventory comes from reseller. Exchange participant pays Exchange bidding provider. 
Exchange bidding provider pays reseller who pays the publisher. 
 

 
 
Ads.Txt: RESELLER 
 
resellerexchange.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "215", 
    "name": "Sports Publisher", 
    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
    "domain": "sportspublisher.com" 
  } 
] 
... 
 



ebexchange.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "pub-3153065230153281", 
    "name": "Reseller Exchange", 
    "seller_type": "INTERMEDIARY", 
    "domain": "resellerexchange.com", 
    "is_passthrough": 1, 
    "comment": "Must establish account relationship with Reseller 
Exchange to transact" 
  } 
] 
… 
 
ebparticipant.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "185176", 
    "name": "EB Exchange", 
    "seller_type": "INTERMEDIARY", 
    "domain": "ebexchange.com", 
    "comment": "Reseller Exchange via Exchange Bidding" 
  } 
] 
... 
 
SupplyChain for requests from ebparticipant.com 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"resellerexchange.com", 
      "sid":"215", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 
    { 
      "asi":"ebexchange.com", 
      "sid":"pub-3153065230153281", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 
    { 



      "asi":"ebparticipant.com", 
      "sid":"185176", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
} 
 

Scenario 1b: Inventory sent from exchange1 to buyer via passthrough 
exchange.  
Buyer pays passthrough exchange. Passthrough exchange pays exchange1. Exchange1 and 
buyer have account control relationship. 
 

 
Ads.Txt: Same status as if passthrough exchange wasn’t involved. 
 
exchange1.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "2000", 
    "name": "Meredith", 
    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
    "domain": "meredith.com" 
  }, 
  { 
    "seller_id": "2001", 
    "name": "blueexchange", 
    "seller_type": "INTERMEDIARY", 
    "domain": "blueexchange.com" 
  } 
] 
… 
 
ptexchange.com/sellers.json: 
... 



"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "exchange1_2000", 
    "name": "Exchange 1", 
    "seller_type": "INTERMEDIARY", 
    "domain": "exchange1.com", 
    "is_passthrough": 1, 
    "comment": "Must establish account with Exchange 1 to transact” 
  }, 
  { 
    "seller_id": "exchange1_2001", 
    "name": "Exchange 1", 
    "seller_type": "INTERMEDIARY", 
    "domain": "exchange1.com", 
    "is_passthrough": 1, 
    "comment": "Must establish account with Exchange 1 to transact” 
  } 
] 
… 
 
blueexchange.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "ABC", 
    "name": "Red Publisher", 
    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
    "domain": "redpublisher.com" 
  } 
] 
… 
 
Sample SupplyChains for requests from ptexchange.com 
 
For request starting from Publisher 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0" 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"exchange1.com", 
      "sid":"2000", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 



    { 
      "asi":"ptexchange.com", 
      "sid":"exchange1_2000", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
} 
  
For request starting from intermediary blueexchange.com 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0" 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"blueexchange.com", 
      "sid":"ABC", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 
    { 
      "asi":"exchange1.com", 
      "sid":"2001", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 
    { 
      "asi":"ptexchange.com", 
      "sid":"exchange1_2001", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
}  
 

Scenario 2: Passthrough from Publisher to EB Exchange Participant where 
Exchange Participant pays Publisher directly. 
Exchange Participant pays Publisher directly. 



 
Ads.Txt: DIRECT 
 
EBExchangeParticipant.com/sellers.json: 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "184044-B", 
    "name": "Meredith", 
    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
     
    "domain": "meredith.com", 
    "comment": "via Amazon TAM" 
  } 
] 
... 
 
SupplyChain for requests from EBExchangeParticipant 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"ebexchangeparticipant.com", 
      "sid":"184044-B", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
}  

Sales House Scenario 
Concept Content is a American sales house/rep firm. It does not own or operate any technology 
platform. Concept Content has these types of arrangements: 



 
1. Publishers (owners of websites) give Concept Content 100% of their inventory to 
manage. The publisher sells none of their inventory directly. Concept Content fully 
controls the sales of inventory, directly or via programmatic channels. 
 
For the sake of simplicity, let us examine only one case of this. MortgageCentral is a 
publisher (business entity), who operate a single site, mortgagecentral.com. They have 
this arrangement with Concept Content. 
 
2. A Canadian company ("Significant Media") gives Concept Content all of their 
American inventory to manage.  The publisher handles their Canadian inventory directly, 
but delegates American inventory to Concept Content. Significant Media operates a 
“premium network” model, in which they have a flagship site, significant.info, owned and 
operated by Significant Media. They also monetize 2 other sites, which they do not own, 
but have exclusive sales representation for.  
 
Significant Media facilitates this by directing all of their American traffic to Concept 
Content via their ad server. 
 
3. Concept Content also has an owned and operated site, 82mysteries.com. 

 
Concept Content sells all of this inventory programmatically via Exchange1. They have a single 
seller ID with Exchange1, 104. 
 
All of these are configured legacy waterfall style with ad tags trafficked in Concept Content’s ad 
server account. Separate "sites" are configured for each of the websites within the seller 
account on the exchange.  
 
Concept Content handles billing by pulling reporting manually from Exchange1. Concept 
allocates payment by site to the corresponding source of the inventory and that source is paid 
by Concept. 
 

What is expected with regards to SupplyChain and sellers.json for each of 
#1, #2, #3? 
 
SupplyChain represents money flows, so it is expected that if “complete” is set, the “first” node 
is the first entity downstream from the actual site owner. Concept Content is expected to have a 
sellers.json file in place representing each of the business entities it gets supply from, with no 
entry needed for O&O inventory, as it does not get that inventory from anyone else (Concept 
owns it). In this case, because Concept Content does not operate an advertising system, the 
IDs assigned to each upstream supplier do not need to have any specific external meaning and 
can simply be an incrementing number. 



 

Concept Content’s sellers.json file 
It is assumed that Concept Content’s site is at https://conceptcontent.info. The file would be 
found at https://conceptcontent.info/sellers.json: 
 
{ 
  "version": "1.0", 
  "sellers": [ 
    { 
      "seller_id": "1", 
      "name": "MortgageCentral", 
      "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
      "domain": "mortgagecentral.com" 
    }, 
    { 
      "seller_id": "2", 
      "name": "Significant Media", 
      "seller_type": "BOTH", 
      "domain": "significant.info" 
    } 
  ] 
} 
 

#1 (MortgageCentral): SupplyChain object sent by Concept to Exchange1 
In the native JSON representation of SupplyChain, the SupplyChain object would look like this: 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver": "1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"conceptcontent.info", 
      "sid":"1", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
}  
 
However, since Concept Content uses a tag-based integration, they will need to supply a supply 
chain string as follows to Exchange1: 
 
1.0,1!conceptcontent.info,1,1 



 
This will be inserted into the place indicated by Exchange1 for consuming supply chain strings, 
for example: 
 
<script 
src="https://ads.exchange1.com/srv?pid=194&sz=300x250&plid=2842181&sch
ain=1.0,1!conceptcontent.info,1,1"></script> 

#1: SupplyChain sent from Exchange1 to buying system 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver": "1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"conceptcontent.info", 
      "sid":"1", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 
    { 
      "asi":"exchange1.com", 
      "sid":"194", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
}  
 
 
 
Further examples of requests from Exchange1 to the buying system will be skipped; like above, 
it would be the SupplyChain shown going to Exchange1 plus a node representing Exchange1 
and Concept’s seller ID on Exchange1.  
 

#2 (Significant Media inventory): SupplyChain object sent by Concept Content to 
Exchange1 
 
This example is for Significant Media’s O&O site significant.info. 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"conceptcontent.info", 



      "sid":"2", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
} 
 
Or the following serialized data to be included in a tag for this inventory: 
 
1.0,1!conceptcontent.info,2,1 

 
If Concept Content cannot work out how to represent the non O&O inventory cleanly back to the 
source, they would send the following SupplyChain for the requests that are not for simple.info: 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 0, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"conceptcontent.info", 
      "sid":"2", 
      'hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
} 
 
Or the following serialized data to be included in a tag for this inventory: 
 
1.0,0!conceptcontent.info,2,1 

 

#3 (Concept O&O site) 
For #3, no SupplyChain is sent into Exchange1 by Concept Content as 82mysteries.com is 
Concept’s O&O site. (Exchange1 should hold records of which of their internal site IDs are 
owned and operated by the seller account holder to set the “complete” flag accordingly since 
when there is no upstream SupplyChain info given to them, and they believe that it is an O&O 
site, it must be a complete path.)  
 
In this case, the bid request from Exchange1 to DSP will be shown for clarity: 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 



      "asi":"exchange1.com", 
      "sid":"194", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
}  
 

Multi-integration scenario (Wrapper, EB etc.) :  
Scenario is that an exchange (flexexchange.com) is selling the same publisher via two different 
supply paths. For example, one of them is through header bidding where the exchange is called 
directly from the header and pays the publisher directly for inventory. The other version is 
purchased through exchange bidding where they pay another exchange (ebexchange.com) for 
the inventory and the ebexchange pays the publisher. In this scenario, flexexchange should 
maintain multiple seller ids, one for each path. They should not use one seller ID to represent 
both the paths. 
 
flexechange.com\sellers.json 
 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "180000", 
    "name": "PublisherA", 
    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
    "domain": "publishera.com" 
  }, 
  { 
    "seller_id": "180000B", 
    "name": "EB Exchange", 
    "seller_type": "INTERMEDIARY", 
    "domain": "ebexchange.com", 
    "comment": "PublisherA via Exchange Bidding” 
  } 
] 
... 
 
ebexchange.com\sellers.json 
 
... 
"sellers": [ 
  { 
    "seller_id": "pub-1234", 
    "name": "PublisherA", 



    "seller_type": "PUBLISHER", 
    "is_passthrough": 1, 
    "domain": "publishera.com" 
  } 
] 
... 
 
SupplyChain for inventory from ebexchange.com 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"ebexchange.com", 
      "sid":"pub-1234", 
      "hp":1 
    }, 
    { 
      "asi":"flexechange.com", 
      "sid":"180000B", 
      "hp":1 
    } 
  ]      
} 
 
SupplyChain for inventory from PublisherA 
 
"schain": { 
  "ver":"1.0", 
  "complete": 1, 
  "nodes": [ 
    { 
      "asi":"publishera.com", 
      "sid":"180000", 
      "hp":1 
    }   
   ]      
} 

Deal providers on direct publisher inventory scenario 
 



 
 
Or 
 

 
In this scenario, deals from: 

- Publisher direct 
- Ad Network 

are combined within a single Bid Request to avoid duplication of traffic and improve latency (vs 
daisy chaining 2 auctions: Pub->AdNetwork,  AdNetwork->Buyer) 
 
The inventory remains under the control of the publisher (seller ID/name, site or app 
ID/name/domain/app-bundle and all ad quality settings) but the payment flow differs depending 
on the deal. 
 
When the winning bid uses a deal defined by an ad network, the payment flow is: 
 
Buyer to exchange and exchange to both the publisher and the deal provider.  
Or 
Buyer to exchange, exchange to publisher and publisher to deal provider. 
 



Because the payment from the buyer to the publisher doesn’t pass through the deal provider, 
the deal provider does not need to be included in the supply chain.  


